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. 'Plans and Social Actions

,

Our understanding of

Abstra -ct

a'story is hi ;hly deponden upon

our ability to recognize the upderlying p rpose for actions

described in the stony. We need to yiew hcise actions as
/

,
;.,

'steps -ire, or reactionito. plans. Furthermorev we need to

'-interpret them with respect to our beliefs about.the worlii

including 'our beliefs about_ the beliefg held ' by the

,cbaracters. 'Similarly, our understanding of-texts in general

is strongly inflced by our beliefs about the purposes of

\ .

the .author. ,.
'finis paper examines,N.the skills,andinowledge needed to

%. understand plans arld social\-;ctions, Followirtg a general

discussion of the issues,th e're are applications of a plan and

.action analysis to :,understanding episodes

understanding author's intentions.
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Plans'and SOcial Actions

. Introduation'T .1( Functional View of Language

Vfewpg an action as' a step in a plan provides, an

.
.4

t.

organizatkonal
schema_for_events in the social world just as _

the "concept of physical causality does for events in the
. .

.

,

i
.

purely 04#sical world. Because the perception of plans plays
.

a central role id our structuring
ofireality, it may account

;I#
for manysreading comprehension difficulties. The perso who

ha&- difficulty in. recognizing plans and social actions'in the .

behavi.orOof others wills haye diffitcultx in understanding

episddes related .in' written form. The person who can

unders4nd episodes in daily life will still have difficulty

if he or she cannot, understand the ...connection,- between

purposeful behavior 'and its, conventional

expr'''ession:f
The* person who does not understand the

commun'kative intent of a text will have 't a serious

compre ension problem. Thus, t-he recosnition or plans has

implications for understanding' the actions of charactersip a--

.

narrative as well as understanding the action performed by an

.

.,- author. f
.

-
a

.
.

Plans and social a'ct'ions have be;n.the focus of work in

cm/

social psychology [Heider, 1958], cognitive - social psychology

[Schmidt 1976],. developmental psychology [Piaget, 1932;

- 3



Plans and Social Actions

1974j; philosophy [Austin, 1962; Searle, 1969, 1975,

1976a,b], psycholingtaistic8 [Cark and Lucy; 1975],

sociolinguistics° [Sudnow, 1972], linguistics [Gordon and

19714J.; and -artificial- intelligencei

[Bruce, 1975; COhenand Perrault, 1.976; ,Schmidt and Sridharan,...

1976] This work*has.sbown first, that understanding plTls

is a critipal part of ur'iderstariding actions; second', that

the aWaity to understand plans is one of the most complex

inferential tasks 'that people accomplish; and third' that,

perhaps because of the inherent complexity, children require/
. ,

. .

many years to develop'the weeded skills. These .years include

the ages when theYransition to skilled reading is assumed to

7 occur.

This paper sketches some df the components of ahmodel for

I
the understanding of plans and social actionsi The model i& .

. _

firstapplied to narrative text, whereinactions of characters,.

need to be interpreted alS socia actions. The emphasis on

social actions, *Id plans leads' o a distinction' between story

analysis and story model analysis
`of a

.6 4

reader's mode] or the story) . .Next', the diftlpis applied, to

.

texts in generSl., wherein the:author's action'of Writing needs
,

to t int-erpret'ed as an action done to achieve a social goal.

,

F-3.44ky, the paper discusses 15plications for teching and

further research.
4
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Plans and SocialVccions

a
_ .

4

. 2. Interpreting Actions

eA person llarng
X

to interpret events.,irr-the world in Ntys_

4 ,

that reflect 'different explanatory :systems"../.' A given eve t may

havb or example, both a physical and a biological

interp Cation. _When tit. events are actions performed by

. .

people, additional' 'explanatory systems become relevant. In

particular, conventional interpretations of personal actions

go'beyond phy$ical and physiological levels to ihclude nations*

like "rule", "goal ", and "intention". an this paper we will

be most concerned with the levels Of explanation for persOnal

actiton that include these ]latter notions.' The followipg6

.-example should clarify what is meant here.

.

(Image that you observe a person named Susie perform an

action. At one- level you might describe her actionnsas "Susie
. k

moved her arm up and down causing i'lsaint brush to move while

i'h contact' with a chain until , the chair was covered with

-paint". At a second level you migtit- describe her action ia°

terms of an -organizing concept, e.g,, "you could say "Susie Is

painting thechair", thus both summarizing and : reinterpreting
.

-the action described above. You could also describe Susie's

S

action as ."helping *Martha paint" if it satisfies; 'a set of

rules which constitute the definition of "help". That "help"

t

7
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111a&p arid Soc"ial Action's,

must be, defined by set Of'ruleaabout beliefs bedomes clear

71:hen we consider what it israfiou.t.Susie's action that, makes us /

v.,4iew ,-it,
,

440a helping action. Certainly" it 1S'more than juSt
N ; '.

td
,, .

.N

the physical=OhySiolOgical-facts or even the Tropositional

content of her act, for the same action could also-W: seen as
/ t

aPharming", or an 4'exploiting".1 We have to know that Martha

had a goal of 'painting the 'chair, that this goal satisfied

some want or'need of Martha, that SUsiebefieved that Martha

had the painting of the chair as a goal, etc. -

An action may be described at a variety oflevels. The

three outlined abo li e Ore merely indicative of this fast. As

(we have seen, a "moving of a paint brush", .a qpaintingm, and-a

"helping" not different acts but different ways of

conceptualiziagg the same act [cf. Bobrow and Winograd, 1977;

Moore and Newell, 19/3]. The concept of "moving a'paint

'
brush" ditfersfrom the concept of "helping" in that.the rules

for its uSe are primarily physical - physiological, while the

rules forfor "helpinerl' Apeprimarily social. This is not to

say that there are lio physical-physiological correlates of a

I ,*

particular instance of "helping ", but only that the concept

summarizes a set of beliefsabout the goals and beliefs-of an

,

actor. The level
.

of beliefs oannot.in prinoipie be reduced to

the. ,physical- physiological level, but even if it could, it

-6 -.
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,Planks Social Actions371-cl

appears' that peoplets/I reasonineabou actions 4and hence tte

language 'they .useft0': discuss actions) dpes not make, that

'reduction. Some definitions of actions at the 4.niehti4ai7,----

tL One implicabion, of' the different aspectts .ofiaction;'
. ,

A that stories can be understobt by linking togetilitactions at

I

different le'vels. As Christie apt SchumaCher[1915].have
i

I ,,,-

14

s4own (for children in grades K,2,5) , the degree of

connectivity (or "relevAnce")of an idea unit to the main line .

if of a story has significant effects 'on the likelihood of "its
.

recall. Children may have difficultS, 'inhe interpretation of
'1

.

an action at a given level or in the cbrineCtiOns to be made to
.

other action'. They may even'have difficulty in determining .

yhat action.(at the social level) is being carried out. For

. example a speaker might be asking a questionn /giving,aq order',
.,

i'

or making a statdqpnt; -a painter might be helping or harming."

The ability to interpret actions- in terms .of their

preirumed purpose beefgins to develop early in one's life but

improves over mans years. In fact, the express ion of

intention begins before a child begins to speak [Bruner, 1966,

1973], is evident at the single-word qtterance stage [Dore,

1974],sand is elaborated over many years of development to the

- 7
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Plans and Snoial Actilvis

complextties of' adult language useo[Shatz,,1971; see also the
'"w

.
.

.
4. k

-- analysis of "promise" in 'Searle, r9,69-i: r. '

TheNiuter-pretatIon-ofintentions-ia-perhaps,a--diSfereht-
%

matter. Riaget [19;
/a

2] noted 'that younger children appear to
r

make blame and pmaist judgments.morceA outcomes of actions
i .

than' on the appaent intention behind them, Whereas older

children rely more 'on intent. Whether .this observation

rP

efl, dcts a,difference in the criteria'ror moral jud gments or a

difference, in perceived` intentions is difficult to determine,
-

but recent studies [Feldnan,'.et al.,, I976i Sedlak, 19741

suggest that the complexity' of Problem solving required to

perceive intentions, and therefdre the memory and processing

demands On the child, reselts in differences in the pertveilred

f ,

intention. Berg-Cross [1975], for;instance, suggests that
.

I even 6-year old children afe capAble o responding to the
. .- ..

level' of intentions behind actior in a
.

story. " lit appears_
.

. .

that younger chilficen
.

can perceive intentions and do use that

e

1perception in evaluating actions, but they have difficulty in

constructing the _elaborate hypotheses about plane that are
I

sometimes needed.
.-......,

.
. it

. .

The reason why our ability to interpret actions (or take

on other roles) takes time tct..develop, is still an, open

8

10.
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Plans and' SOciS/ Actions,.

'quesCion4 Given'th,pcompboxity,of the necessary skills -(see

below), [it is not surprising tat the development of the
_ .

to .understand intentions talies years 40

FUrtherftor*Tt4e-1,enowledge requir frot a__ , _

vat4fety of% sources including one's own plan formulati6n and
. ;

.interac'tio'ns with others. Such things as the types, of objects

/
and\people affected in stories have beep shown to have effects

..

on c ildren's judgments of intentionality [Imamoglu, 106; v//,
j

Berndt --and- Berndt, 1g75]. The yesrs' when one learnS the
\

, . 1

appropriate conventions iiklude"the years when transition'-t

. a /

C

to skilled reading is' assumed to occur.

.Among the skills and knowledge' needed.// L! interpret

actions-at the ihtentio al level are thewfo// lowin:

4t

;

(1) The ability to Plan; i.e. to formulate a sequence of

actions leading to a goal [Sacerdoti, 19'75], .'and t6

recognize thg actions ofd others in terms of their presumed

goals. The-effect
,

of the actions may bey to reach the

goal, to enable Other actions, or to motivate someone else-

., ,

to at (oc not to act) pipthidt and Sriaharan, 1976]. '

(2) Knowledge of how cerIain social" actions are typically,

carried out. (e,,g:, ".giving" often involves a physical

Liansfer). Knowledge' of t4e kipconditionssan outcomes of
t WO A

4. 0

,9

1k4
S
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/,P ans 'arid. 8ocial-,Act ons' 1

.

e :aOlietcs'at all-levels. .1nOWledae of the normative .

, . . 0
0 ' $ ,

:..,1 _ ,b4haVitii?,s al ociated ith social actions and situltiOns.
,r, . i. 1 , .

=4 ,

,'' --: . KM.swl,ft*,:9f 'ocia situations .amck the 'roles people take
A) ,

.; ,;A .".. 4,, -----,4,,,,, .
. - I

----' --00V ''ability -'.t6 distinguish One! S beliefs frdin- .0e's
- -4 L--.-- ---.-,/

, r

4

.

Aliefs out another's beliefs; also, the gbility' to
,

,hand poSsibift $449Onsistent:data 'about the belief6/ and

4

lans of athe"Ps.
.

0'
X4) Knowledge of social action patterns,, i.e., ,the /sequences

./
S.

that typically occur. . ,

. . .
S .

.Thep aic discussed in the next section...
t

0--

, is

.." .-
.,/

3' Understa ding Terms of Plans d Social proi.24'

. 3,1 Flaps and Goals'(

We learn e in life to injerpret aotioos in terms of

purposes. What must we knO4.t8'understand 'the pQrpose
,

beind someone's behavior? . Heider, [19,58] ani'we'rlitth the,

pistulate tzhat deciding that a person' has 'performed (caused)
.

.

att\,22ti.on ( r outcolte) commits us.eb the,judgmenVs.that, he or

she can causle -the action- (or oucome) and is'motivated- to -do
4

SO: 4
4

.
1

cause (poc) can (p,x) & trY (+P,x)

.

whette p is a person and an action. "Motiyation"'Shod .

..
be taken here ifle the general sense 'that the .outcome (as

e-
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t perdeiVed- by thLe,actor) facilitates (in the actor's afind).the',,
. .

.-atp:tinment of so4-.:me goal of the actor. or example if*.soffeone,.
- I

O *: :

0

who; is observed :tok__be,-Ialltadingi box that is wrap-ped in. ,fancy,_
...; .,

"..paper with a ri,-.bbon,, placas.that bex in someone else's hands,
. ,

_ . -\' - ,,,..

thenwe'nay assu7methat the first :person' s gav e a
,

present.

s'ymbolicaldy, ersons are labeled p1 anl:p2, and the
itf the'

,

'box, b ' we ou141.. have/ r 7.

- . -
:-

.

cause' (p1, FL.zive (p1 pl) )- . (01, give c01,02;b)Y- :,

s. . 4-' , .., .

. ,

&, try,(4p1, give (:11;p2,b))
%

.
, ') . . .,

. ,, ss

_Rules
t's

for the.11,.:Component of F(eider's*.axlom essentially
.

-..
. . -

'

4,

...resolye t
.

n..o com.wi-sense o-till's of why
.

people. do thiogS
.

[8thmiat, 19716]. 'sihceit is at that' level
,

reason about the actions of others., 1 Alive.

14here persons

16.
.Wie The can comc,opent pf. Heider's "axibt'says that if' a person

_ckutes-i_a_ri act_i't-g then tie Or she_caa-do-tqat-action. 'Be'int
____, . At -able to do something

.

may_ meaA that certain physOal.anq skill'
., . .

.

conditions are'jpet. But# it ,.may also mean .that .these

conditions can be brought abbut.. Thus 'we"- may infer' tha

"penry can go to the store" if he can drive his car there;.hp
...

can drive liiS car if he .cah, find ,the Rq.k; he" can find the . -,

keys r
''' - ..5 .

.

i
.. ,

'i tie can find ehe pants 6W
he left. them n, and so off. In .',.

. . ...,

.
othewords) we want to say that a person can dO, somethi

. if ...e.-_, ,_... --
4 '

..0

.he or she.:can do it Orpctly, or can )ci

o some other actionthat
.

-.-

, .

enables it to be cone directly.
- 11.z

4
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__ Plans and Social Actions

*
. .

I But 4e ,problem is evensmore.complicated., Someone. else
-

. " 4 .

.

-----
------ .s

'''. m4y be able to enable the-action. In that---case, the first -

4p)erst9 . will succeed.' if hebr she can mot iwate (cf- the try,

,

,

oompolkne) thesecond persob to enabte.the action. This means
:

1 .

,:i

t4t the perception -of' a (punposeful .ade may require the
, .

...

.

.
observer /to, simulate the.planding process of-the'actor, and,

\.

.....t._ _
,

/

,

in bir-doIng, simulate the plapning pro%ess of -a- -thil4d ---plrty:-.

i4,', - .- 4
w

_

Pltn- pe'rception and ,plan generation are thus inextricably
-,

:.

. ,
linked, in a. way that accqunts for much of the difficulty for

. .
. .

each task, and Bence for the perception of, intentions.

,

.

.,.

/ .

In arderto ado plan recognition (and, hence,21Simulation of
.44,s.

the planning behavior of other) a reader must possess a set of

-,- 'well elaborated types of knowledge and processing abilities,

g' qmidt and Sridhai-an, 1976]. The coordination of these

abilities forces a' reader into a hypothesis based mode of

.
comprehension [cis. Goodman 1973], in which perceived, plans

are constantly being evaluated. and refined.

3.2 Social Actions

Recogriizing a social actioinvolves knowing its typical

re4izations as well as its internal structure. For example,

"tallying" implies beliefs arut ownershipand free exchange,

andit has a typical realization in Uer"ms of money 4nd object

I.

- 12 -
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. Plabs -and Social Actions

4 transfers.' Understanding an action also implies knowing- what

conditions, are ap,ropriate for an action to occur (the

preconditions)as well as what is 'typiOally true afterwards-
.

(the outcome conditions)`. .Children may fail -to discover,the;

structure of a story if they fail tip generate all the outcomes.

of outcbm.' For
* of '46 aCtion;-fincluding the implications

wcample, "Sally' made the third oat"' h,0.,117 as one of

the fact t t the inning is-aver. They may alN,have trouble

if they fail to generate all preconditions of an action. The

example above'. Presupposes ,that. Sally, is playing a gar of

46.baslati'411., Finally, ane fimust disCover .connections between

preconditions and outcomes of actions in order to ccostr4ct,a

connected,,eqtetice of actions whi9.-follow from one 'another.

-Section.4.2 shows that th.cse licks between aetions are crucial

understanding even a'simple stony.

'A special case of actions that require interpretation at

the intentional level is the speech act, or More brodly, the

linguistic act. Like' other social actions, speech acts can b9

;de
ribed at various, levels. At.the physical-physiological

ie

1 we have ,the ,"utterance act" [Searle, 1969]. For

xample, an utterance act might have the description

J.

Betsy uttered the sounds,
/' th a t/ /' p I a n t/ / s/ /' s i k/

- 13 -

1a
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gam. igek ":
A 'speech 'act ,t also can be *iVen a proposittonal

description./
g "Con Laing vur/lekample we 6o Say, 7that -Bets5fis 4atemerlt

refers to the',0that plant" and edioates

-.

,.

,. Speech acts alst have intent. al or-ino, 4 q,

,
Austia's'[196t) terminology; "illocutionary force". If we

, believe,...tbat,:-.B4tsy believes liervistatement, that
s she believes

,---,., ___^.,AFF,A , =7.---..;.,.....0
- '4$, ske.has evidOhoefor,it, that -she believes that, it: is 'not t,

. -
. .

) obvious ta her listeners hat the statements is true, that she

, .
I .

t-f - ,
wants -hey-Jisteners to beli.eve, the stateMent, and 'perhaps

other , conditions, then we mightNiescribe Wer.. act as
. .

, . , ,'
...."a6Sertine. At -.yet - another level

.*
we Tight describe .her

.
1

action in terps of its ralerin a' Larger plan, e.g., as the-
\ -,

.
- .

,
.

answer to a quedtion:or 4s part of a ge6eral informing plan. . F... ...

.
.

As is the, caste for. social actions in 'general,, there are,

higher level descriptions for speech acts that depend' more

and,mori .upo beliefs and sOoial Conventions'.
.

1

Recent wopk..[Sobweller, BrewA and Dahl, 1976) has shown

that people tend t6 reme111.1;er the underlying illocutionary

force of4 an utterance, ofteh.at the exPenke of its iteral
,

form.- In facts,. even'the 'perlOoutionary, eft is (e.g., if I
.

1:41c
t

4 .ithreatec4 you may become "friihtenedi may lead.t6false

recugnitin errors. Proce6§ing at.the.idtentional level is; .

4

:'14 7
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Plans and Social Antigens

, thus' ,apparently automatic at times. It is not knor how

successful children are .at this intentional 'processing,

partic larly with respect t t;-wiaere-the cues'becope,more

414

absf antand,subfl e, where he complexity in terms of actors

,

.

and goals increases, and where very indirect forms nee014 be-,
4

terpreted in terms of ultiPle intentions.

3.3 Beliefs

In order to rec gnize. anothere's ,intentions we need ,t4

,

'take his or her perspective on the ,rorl,d. Kohlberg [1969)

and,Selmanq1971] have sh4wn that rble-t'aking is correlated

with the ability to make,sophisticatred moral, judgments (i.e.,

judgments'based on the perceived purpose of an action).

Yussen [1976), studying sub jests in grades 9, 10; 1.2,,an4_,

college, found that differentiation among social roles

increases even. at those ages.

t

Taking , another's perspective is - one of several

'\ complexities in memory organization OthatN'ar'e: t-,equire'd,4
r 4

k

r
- and standing plans and social actions.. Problems are ,s,u,a4,6.,

li
do '-weHd

,_., ,

How ao2ount for* the _ability to take '. another's
.,.

perspective, when that perspective' may , entail taking our

,

A.
,

perspective again? How many levelsof perspective taking are

there? [Strawso, 1,964; Schiffe 2]. How do we rdpresnt
.

7

-4
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Flans and Social Actions-

.the dependence of, one belief on others? How do we represent

./
difcering certainties about ,beliefs? One thing needed is a

.."

, memory in which items bec4e true ("visible") in..certain
se

.contexts [Cohen Perrault, 1.976): For example', tliat Boston

isocdld in January pay.be,true in my world, and in my, view of

world,cyotir orld, buf perhaps not in my view of your view of my
) --:

_____ 3.

woal,d: .-§ee Section 4.2 .for a further discdssiUH-Of -ettedd-ed---
, . . .

b.beliefshese p ems are only.part of the entfre i,ssue. of
.

. . .

beliefs and their r'ole in comprehension. of
. ,

3.4 Patterns ol,Behavkbr

'

. IP
One sway in which a person"can.coloe*Aaith the

4 Qomplexities

. 4
A

- .
. 4

iinherent in social action (and speech act) rebognitlon is to .
, \

look, for patterns of interacti6afebehavior. Patterns recur

,
,

because the outcomes and preconditions of certain actions /

.

!
(0s*

'match- 'each. other,,.. As a sequence of actions_ unfold the.
.e

% /-
. .

condiY: ns for subsequent actions to occur may -change, Thais

,previeus"actions, 1)M an imporrAnt4Role in,dYtermining the ,

environilient .
for later ones.. Action pattern represent

64
i '

.'

.

'-....' "surrimarie'S of many sequences of actionl thus ,ther-gre;
i

.
' '

efriclent;th
.

oygh occasionally faulty mecha vis for predicting
-

Opr.accounting
for behavior.. Sme'Wrerns have a dimple and

2 i ,. i

,
explici t goal- ,orientation, but others (11 e the

-
.

- 16

.
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z Plan's ad SoCial Actions

9

teach.fn*g/learning pattern belots) ETay not. Abelson [.1575] users

the term.'"spript," for the geheral pattern and ".plan" for the

. goiL directe a t't ern'.

, 0

there' area a- multiude, or action patterns' which fit the
,1

9. 4 c.,description given aboye .0* One special type Thcludes pittern§ '-'
. . i .

___._,_ -that, cave become r'i,..tualized , often embedded in the language'.
-------- ,.........._ .._._ ,..'-' . .4 . °, 4

,F.'9?: examgqe,, ti.i" ,Iner/Change. - °

.

C . . ' - , . :: ,..:, - , ,V..41

ivii,e 1 l otiv - ' **

-

H4w, ,a1*e yOu?". .
, . , ,

NFine;*ancik.yoU'?",:
, 1 *

( & O
. ' ..

o e 1 1.' , 41447
1, if t..

-'could e...3` typic.41,-greeting: ItYig, riot' tliffieu lt to imagine a
. , . .... .

.46 . :., 4,.. , .' .1. ., ' _.

-grfammar f or. ', stfcti. greetings *which, gener.p-tes many of the
!'' . , °-""`. .- . i..

..' '' .i
:,Ipat,terns ye use Op Reoker, 1975 . Furthermor it clear

. . . _..J c . e.,,,
4. i A , 4,. .

ttlat, tale cloods' in 'these, pttterns have loss /much of their
-... . ° --

,
.

, ..

r -
4 arig.ipaa Signi;:fiaince,.% We: Usually do. not -want- a -g\rapilic,

. - 1..".\\-'.' , 7:- °' -. 7. ' . - ' *. ,

.answer' `Lo',41.4,e: ei-e5t.,ing-.11.1Tow. are, you ?" .' tp,s.tead°,4 the phrase is, o
.

-. . - ' .
,serwing- as a,i unanalyzed. symbolt'in the "greeting" grammar.

6 . ' / t4 . a: . .. °

in '' A % 4 ) .. .Fillmore. ,[ 15713 ';'shovW, however, even ,these rituals can
. ' ,, . - ,

.. ) .., .
..; on,l, :be .ht.ari'S.t les NO- act ipn , not ,conditioned responses.

;
0 9 . :'''' '

I .

A richef.'examp19'of 'a behavIor, 'pattern is one which might
. ,. , -

observed .in :a -school , on other 'teachtfig ^and learning ,
, .

I

t

# I

L

.
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Plans and Social Actions,
o

.

. . .... ; 1 6 '

.

. --

situation. This-pattern .includes talleingi nitir4 on paper or
.

.

4 a blackboardo,and possibly'allot.of gesturing or:sidenbes, for
,. ,

'thInking. Furthermore the ,cntent of the talking and Writing :
/

.

, k
. . .

is coAstrained.'-lie might expect many questions and answer8 ;.. by',
i

, /
,

... .4

both the.teacher and th.e student.' On the other hand), commands
.

.

might be less CommOn.' See' Hall in pressj and Hall & Freedie

i'-:-;;-

.
4

19751 for a discussion of 'these conventions - and the
--_,----,- ,---.

. .
.

d'ifficulties they blay cause. .

a
..

.
.

.

. ..

$
.

i

An important feature of any behavior pat is: tliat it
*
tern .

J
-

.1 . .
# rt -

cannot be .applitd' in; all situations, i.e., that there ae.
,..

..
,

. (
.- t

.

implicit constraints on
.its.applicabiiity.,

- The. ,Kreeting . 1

r.. .

.

pattern occurs only 'upon me4ting. someone; a waiterycustomer, N e
f

..4 O 6. 1

t . . )
.

O

pattern extets, only in a restaurant; a 'boss /'employee pattern
nk . ,

. .....

.. _. .
.

exists only in the work' situation.; %and evert 'the

'
.

. ,, teaching/learning pattern apPlies,only when we infer certain
:

, 4 w
, . o.,...egro.,...a,?...,........0011FM. ,,.,

#,

cOnditibns% 4 Rut the pattern also changes the conditions for
____y ."

.

interaction in tht, mutual recognition of a pattern leads to
a

shared expectations and belies about'the,interaotions. The
, .

. . -5'.. ,

.
4.

. importance of social learning; is evident.. 'here as a -..

Ar .

,.

Iprerequisite to effective use ofl these action patterns in

comprehension -

..
. .

. , 1 8 -..

'
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4.- Understanding Narrative Text

. ,4.1 Story Analysis

Plans and Social ACtions

.

4 -...The connectivity of a story' cap be illustrated via a

story grammar, in much- the same way that the structure of a

single Sentence,ca be 'illustrated by a. sentence grammar.

. 1: Cumelhart 11975) and others (Sutton-S[0.th, let al., 1976T-Stetn---------

.

.
, .-

A Glenn; 19.77; Manaler .S. Johnson, 1°977-) have shown that such

grammars can,account for the relative salience of. parts of a (

story.' In ,this -section .1 want only to sketch the use of Story

grammars., (or story schemas) and tp .Point to both their

,

usefulness and,limitatlons.

4000
For he purpose .here we will ,use the f6Z19wing stoty

1
/

.take--from- the first Winsten reader [Ftrman & Maltby, 1918):

'THE DOG. .4,tTHE COCK .
,.

.. . #- :

went:
p1'. Onc.e a dog and a cock einto.the woods.

2,i; Soon it grew dark. .
.

.

3.: The cook said, "Let-us, ,stay here all night. I will ,sleep

in this tree-top. You can sleep inAhe hollow,truak.11

4. !'Very well,P'said the dog.
._.,;

5. So-the'dog and the cock went to sleep.

6. In the morning the cock-began to .crow, Nock-a,ctoodle-do!

Cock-a-dsoldle-do" : ,

7. 'Mr. Fox heard hircrow.
g4 -He-said, "That is'a cock crowing. He must be, lost in the

woods. I will eatLhim for- my br.eakfast.1!

.9. Soon Mr. Fox saw the cock. in the .tree-top.
6

,

'19 -
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Plans andSocial Actions

10. He said to himself,' "Ha! ha! Ha! ha! What a- .fine

breakfast I shall have!-' I must make him come down from

'the trse. Ha! ha! Ma! ha!",
11. So he sal..d- to- the cock, ",What a fine cock you are! 'How

,well you sing! Will you come to my house for breakfast?"

12. The, cock said, "Yes, thantyou, I will come, if my- friend

may come, too."
. 13. "Oh 'yes," said the fox. "I will ask your friend. Where

is he?"
14d The cock said, "My friend is in this hollowAree. ,He is

asleep. 'You must wake hint."
1,5, Mr. Fox said to himself, "Ha! hall shall have, two cocks

for. my breakfastin---
16. 'SO he put his head into-the hollow tree.

17. Then-he said,."Will you come to my house for breakfast?"

18. Outs, jilmped the dog and caught Mr. Fox by the nose.

Rumelhart [1975] proposes a simple grammar to account for

the structure- of children's stories such as this. (He uses a

different formalism in more recent .work [RumelherW in

press].) Here are the syntactic rules for his grammar:

Story -> Setting + Episode
Setting ->'(States).1k -

Episode -> Eve'nt + Reaction
:Dent -> {Episode 1 Chang -of -state 1 Action 1 Event + Event }1

geaction -> Internal Response + Overt Response'

Internal Response -> {Emotioh + Deerre}

Overt Response -> {Action': (Attempt)*}

Attempt Plan + Application
Application 1> (Preaction)* + Action + Consequence

[reaction ->;,Subgoal + A(Attempt)*
Consequence => {Reaction [ Event)

The grammar can be read roughly as follows: "A story consists

Of A setting and arAllbde (we might'generalize this fo,r the

dog and cock story to 'episodes'). Each episode comprises an

be episodes
event and a reaction to the event. Events c

,;

- 20 -
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Plans and Social ACtions

.

themselves, changes of state, actions, or, pairs of events.

And. so on. .Whertwe apply the grapmar to a story we get a

tree structure repFesentation,/', The portion of the resulting

tree for segments 8-11 of "Thi dog and the cock" is shown in

Figure' 1. The numbers refer to the segments of the story al

given above.

Given a grammatical representation for a .story one cab

make- predictions about recalls and summaries based -on the

Structural relevance of part of the story.
0,

Segments coded as

internal responseS, for elipple, or deeply'embedded segmental*

may_be- less eaaily remem ed. Stein & Glenn [19773 and

Maddler & Johnson [1977] have done work along these lines.

Rather. than consider that 'Work. in

gene.ral observations4lere about some
4

tdr grammar analysis. (I believettrat similar comments apply

to a alyses in terms of Abelson's 11975] and:Schank's [1975]
,--

-.scriptS and plans, but I will restrict the example Co the kind

detail ,T.-Want to ,make

vteristics of a

o of story schema presented here.)-

Whe* one attempts, to apply a story ipammar it soon

becomes apparent that the inte1vret4ion.oT a",Selt-Ment Orne

story can vary. For example, I coded (11), inviting the Cock

to breakfast, as an action to achieveth4 overall goal stated.

- 21 -
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_Plans and Social Actions

Pseaction

Subgoa1 /Attempt

{

Action

(11) \
°

N
N

Consequence

Reaction
-\

\-

'

\ \ II I/ \ \
Find Av Pien* Applie ation \ Internal', Overt

'0

,
.

Cock ,

\ Respose Response 1

ig

411W'

Look \ NAction Consequence\ Desire Attempt ./

... for Cock
. .

( 9 )

-%\ 1.
..I \,...-

,

7 Reaction \'Gee Rid'

/ ''

) of Fox

'S

Overt )-

4tesponsell

/

4,

(Internal
. Response

Emotion

(10)

Laugh

s,

9

Fig. A story grammar account of a portion of "The dog
gnd,the cock."

- 22 -
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,

inC(8)', eating the'Co k; but i.i could 41ve been viewed as part,:
-

,..
f , .

i

If the overtrespanse too (9), finding he cock, Furthermore",
0 .

:.the 'choices made by_ the "'grammar applier" in assignipg
*

..

. ,

4,,

structures are evident only inrthe . final' product, the tree

P-.

t,
Plans and .5op,i.al Actions,`',`

representation., For purposes such as predicting free.prciSe

recall performance the bi.ternottive structures given by the

grammar may be equivalent. -If, our_ goal, ,however, is Mto

acsount for variations in .a child's model of a story, ten we

need a representation.system that makes- more of these choices

explicit.
i

In a story ,such as "The dog and the cock", which has, two

protagonists,-`, we see a repeated pattern in the tree analksiS

(see Figure 2). This pattern appears whenever one character

--\s.acts' in response to an action of the other. In dialogues, or

. in general, in'stories whose characters have independent, but

'interacting plans, one would expect to find thispattern.

Unfortunately, we cannot view here the entire tree structure

for our example story; for in it one could see the flow Of

these patterns, each showing <plan>k<action>-<interna71

response>-<overt re5ponse>-<plan> etc, The Story grammar is

a reasonable way to label tpfs flow, but it says nothing about

the processes which generate it. The reason is that each

.character's plan is,based upon that characterl.s beliefs about

- 23 -
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4

Fig. 2.

Attempt

Plans atd SOcia.1 Acons.
/

Application

Action. Consequ'ence e

1

Reaction

Internal.
Response

Emotion

.

Desire

Overt
Response

I..----

"Attempt
, .

4

r

.

we -

*.

11 :

common pattern found in the story grammar analysis

of "The dog .and the cock.,° '.
..----

24
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Plans and Social. Actions

ways to attain his or her goals. Tu6 the processes that .

account. for a <plan>-<actioniniernal tespocse>-<overt

rasponse> sequence must be explained in,erms of
,
a model of

,
. .

- .

- V

..Ille character, not just the story itself.
*

,

w,

.

A final poiht is that the story grammar cannot show how

_ .

dliments of setAng or_ an interma-l'Ale4spensa are linked to
!

the plans'and ac4ions.oe the charaeter8, I would expect that,

setting and interhal response information, is easily lost

unless it is: critical to the account of a plan. . A

4-

representation that made these links expliqit could. be used to

predict 'reaative salience.'of those non-atiron 'partff of

.3"

4.2 Story Model Analysis

7

r.

-

.
preceding-,section' discusses a method -of story

a'helysisttiat axplai'ns some, important features of st6T,ies."

r,

The method has an important limitation, in that, it 'simply.

ignores' the interh,al structure of plans, and hence.' of, the

.

beliefs of characterts abut actions that. occur; Thrbest way

to show this is to-15risent an.. alternative' ,Inalysis.that
*40,

explicitly .incorporates the 'structure ,of plans,- beliefs and

,411

social actions.

11

25
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Plans and Social Actions

Por comparison purposes we will again use "Thb dog and

the cock." What we,find after just a cursory analysis is th

thp elements of thi story (facts, actions, prvesupposition

and so"-onY must be relativised with respect to the rear In

other words,--the comprehension process and goal shOuld 'be

4.
3

defined not in berms of propositions of the form, P, but in

terms of propositions of the form, Peader, -bejieves -(P) .
i

.Furthermore, many of the.reader's beliefs are in tun beliefs

.. . '

about beliefs of the characters. The reader must recogRize,

for example, that the Fox believes that he wants to convince

\
T

the Cock that the Fox wants the Cock as a guest for breakfasty

(and not as the main course). t Thus, we need to represent-a

proposition of the . form,' Reader-believes (Fox-bejieves

, (Fox-wants (Cock-believes (Fox-believes (Fox-wants.(p)-)))ff,

where P is "the Cock comesas a- guest for breakfast."

,-.

Figures 3 and 4 shdSr-a partial, and soniewhat superficial

analysis of strements 8-#2 of "The dog and the cock." In f4at,

.
it shows only propositions that are embedded within they

reader's-beliefs about the fox's 'beliefs about the fox's."

wants- A complete ,analysis world show the reader's beliefs

about the dog's' and the cock's beliefs, as well as the

reader's "absolute" beliefs.; In this story, as in many

others, part of.the interest lies in the' discrepancies among

. 4

-26'
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Fox eat-breakfist-

41,nsAwalik (10)

-Coeks-aie- Cock-is- Fox eat-Cock- Fox is-pleased

good-to-eat tnsnce good,t0,eat support --: foi=b-reikfast--

(8)

-ploniition-40

LQ

Cock-is-easy-t%
catch -and -eat

Fox hold-Cock

1

pre ondiOon

Fox is-near-Cock Fox sees

(Cock-in-tree)

(9)
a

outcome
pr ondition .

... --f-

Cock wants (
k, Cock come- 'Cock in -tree lf

(Coct come- pregondition down-from-tree support

down -from -tree)-tree)
(10)

-..

sub outcome

Cock wants
(Cock come-to-
Fox house-for-
breakfast)

port

Cock believes
..(Fox -is- sincere)

Lb outcome

I
,,want Cock coste-to-Fox-'

precondition t
house-for-breikfast

4

4

Fig. 3. A portion of a plan and social analysis of segments

8-10 of "The dog and cock."
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Cock crown.
A

support

(IL)

4hP

'tans and Social, ACO.ons

it:

Cock likes-to- Fox flatter r Fox request(Cock

e-told=he-,

'sings-yell
nup for-breakfast

(mtnsince

t

lkocks2like-to-
bi-told-they-
sing ,well

1
ou come

Cock will-do
what-Tox-
requests

AA
.0

c:sr

iriend-

is-a-Cock 7-;? to-eat-
breakfast

1/11;
N1

Cock's friend
likes -to -eater .
breakfast sup.

1

0
1.

pre -edition
.

cp

Cock likes-to-

eat-breakfast

supp rt

Cock agrees
(Cock come-to-

Fox-house-for-
breakfast)

Cock's friend
wants (Cock's-

friend-come- pd.

to-Fox-house-
.for-breakfast).

Cock reqdest
(friend dome-

to-Fox-house-
for-breakfast)

--s

Cock wants
(Cock come-to-Fox-

house-for-breakfast)

11

sup rt

Cock believes

4 (Fox-is-sincere)

sup.

Cock's4friend. Cock's'friend

can(Cock's is-near-Cock

pc. friend-come-to- pc.

Fox-houser-foi-

breakfast)

4. A portion of a plan and social action analysis of

segments 11-12 of "The, dog and the'cook."

0
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Plans 'an,d Social , Actions'
.

the reader 's model of the 'world ( that is,- the world defined in .

the story), and his or her models of tht 'characters' models.

.

.. Here; it is critical for ehe reader to recognize differences

between , the fox's model ( as .shown i Figures '3 and 10, and the

..----/
. .

. .

. .

just one _examplel consider the belief, "Cock -
r-

is-easy-to-cAch-and-eat" , as -;shown in Figur; Th2' support .

.

for this belief is not shown -in the figuPe , s, but, w.e

-

might

'hypothesize that it consist of , at least the two "beliefs,
4 .-/

;

"lost-animals-are-easy-to-catch-and-eat"
and . "Cook

.: --is-lost-in-woodg." The fox's subsequent actions are,,most

easily .interpreted in terms of his belief that' he can easily
.

, .

eatchejand eat the cock. Conflict in_ the, iplot s provided 'by,
. .

.
4 -

the bel ief that t' cock believe. otherwise._
. f,''

..4

The fox 's belief that the 'cock will be easy to catch

provides :support 'for his . top-level want, "Fox

eat -Cock- for -breakfast'." This want becomes the impetus' for

-the' fox.'s actions. As re rs we might' imagine that he begins

to formulate a plan,as follows :
.

(1) In order to eat the cock, he must be holding'him;

(2) therefore t cock must .be nearby ;,

(3) this wild, happen if the cock.descends, from the tree ;

'.

Mr

,

R
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plan's and Social Ac0tiond

(4) 1.1.e. will come down if he wants to;;
. .i

.

. .

t5) he will want to if he wants to join the fox for breakfast;
, ,, /

- ., '. ,.
.

(6) he may want to' do that if he trusts the fox and if the fox'
lit"-44V1-: - - -

_ c

. -asks Ilia nicely;

;---.,

__ 17y the asking. will be more successful if it is-' accompanied by..

.

, j
. *

flattery.,
.

-
Based Qn . this plan (or belief base-d- hypbtiiesi s aboutT.

attainirig the goal), the fbx acts by saying,

"What a fine cock you,.are! How well you sing! Will
.

you come to my hotrsd. for breakfast?" -0""

OP, .

i , A
.

4

...i.

Nate that these utterances make sense only.'if we recognize a

r A ..

,plan of the sort sketched in (11,r(7 -bove. Furtli rmore,
r : ..

.1%k

recognition of this plan reinforces a cl'assi schg about

foxes in fableS,-i.e., that: they are clever apd.,,deceitful, but

-often not clever enough.

. .

Ih addition to formulating his, own 21ans, the fox must

simulate the plan formulation of tpl cock in order to account

for the cock's acSions. igure. 4 shows a portion of the
- -

beliefs he might have about the cock's plans. Note that (from

the, -fox's point, cal_ view) the cock's actions are both

understandable and desirable. Thus the fOt believes his

- 30
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deception is'working, a belief_essential to the development -of
40,

the 'plot:

' f
- . , \

44 Figures '3

,
and 4 do not shoW even .all of the fox's.

beliefs. For example,-one-path to the belief that the cock's

, , _,,
. .-

friend is a cock is shown, bat the fox',cauld alSo. infer this
0 , ..

,

from the principle of uantit [Grice,,1975JE
-..

, .

(1) *The friend on a coc is, a cbck--(so'the fox believes)

(2) a different kind.O?14)riendwould be highly unusual;

(3) one should include' in an utterance' (or convers.4tional

turn) highly unusual, yet relevant inform tion' (tte

quantity principle);, '

-

(4) without contrary indications, the Cock can be assumed to

be following the rules of cDnversatiori.

This method of. analysis is.clearly.not story analysis,

but story model analysis; that is,_ we analyze the model a

"typical" ,reader constructs for the story. -Ideally, we wodld

. A

like to.he able to analyze a particular -readdr''s model arld

compare, it to otheP:models. The representation makes it

poible to look for differences in beliefs t'o account for

differing interpretations.
wj

r--

4

,



Planl -and Athod,0

There are other- important advantages to this approach.

It a4ows represedtation pf the beliefs stippOrting a

plan, and thus makes it pOssible to bee how differences in4.Jc
beliefs.accowit forrdiffering plans.' It also makes explicit

the is6-ue, of conflicting belies and shows how the plans of

different_ c'haraeters can interact.' Vinally, it gives a way

oflintegrating speech aets (even muitipl speech acts as in "*"

Figure'4) with other adtion.p_K One important ,drawback, of .

-,

course, is that such ananalysis is far from automatic and to
.

4 .
.

be dope well requires dallied examinations of stories and

J
readers.

4

5j Understanding the Author's Intentions
.

4

An important step- iri the comprehension process is

figuring oue dIsiourse-is about and what the writer's

intentions are. To 'some r:extent the writer can signal

intentions via the struaelire of thR text. However the ladle of

.

a one-to-sne correspondence betweentext400structur,e and purpose

requires 'the: reader to infer intentions on the basis of
:It,

. t
. .

knowledgeof th$ writer iri much the' same_ -way as he .or she

.
.

infers inttentielps of characters in a story. failuLAoo

understand theauthor's intentions _can cause problems fon all

levels of comprehension, from that of`-' "getting the main idea"

to the subtle knsights expected' of skilled readers.
32 r 4
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At the crudest level a reader must divine enough of the

purpose of-kpassage to knowwhat questions should be asked or-
,

what schemata to apply in comprehending. It is a commonplace

a

observation that the best readers know more about the process

they are engaged in when reading morp.and quickly seeelements

in a text in terms of their larger functional role, e.g., a

descriptiVi'pdaSage- as a stige.4etter. ,-(The extent to which

these abilities are automatic rather than evidence of

meta-cbmprehenston is still not clear.)
.

)...., :-

- Using -a .verSion of "The dog and the cock" written SNIPa
. ,

more modern .style _and with_ syntax and vocabulary more,

44,

appropriate to,the middle grades, we saw a good example of the

- need to.rrognize the' author's intefition. One child. (age 11),

who happened. to be a' very good reader, had no trouble with the

story, recognizing easily the flattery and trickery aspecta of
i

the plot. He volunteered a description of'i Schma for Poxes.

.

in stories of this type,- in which the foX is seen to be greedy

on villainous,, -plotting to gain his evil ends, ultimately

tPicking himself, etc. Furthermore, he recognized that this

.cDaracter4ation applies not to'foxds, but only to foxes in

stories of t}tis type, i.e4, he knew that he was reading a

-particular kind of story, intended to be entertaining, perhaps

to impart a moral, put not-to persuade, inform, cri.ticie, or-

-c_
IP I
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.

any of a nu,mber of other social actions an authbr could be

4 .

- performing. A secnd child (age 10), who happened to have had
'

trouble with previous stories; had difficulty with, thS.Ne as
D a 4

i
.

well., Nbt surprisingly, she gave little indication of knowing

Plans and Social Actions

either th* fox scheMa mentioned aboveo nor that schema as . r
411ft

instantiated by this story. .We canonly speculate about the

Er
_reasons for thediffering_ abilities we observed; but leis:

Clear that Understand,ing the purpose of the ,story played an

important role, ie-recognizing-what'higher level schemata to

apply an hence to understanding the story itself.

In cases where a reader,does.understand adequately, the

abilityto perceive ihe author's intentions-can still make the
-

.

difference
,

between minimally sufficient cdmprehension ,and deep

understanding Of a text. This difference has implications(for

the aceumuntion of knowledge frdm text, but,' more
.

.

importantly, 'for, motivation and development of critical

reading, wnitingand thinking. One example (from a technical

F.
article) should illustrate.the skill that is,--needed; we ean

1

say little at this time-however, about how a reader acqwares

this skill.

In the article, the author states that a particular.'

theory of semantics is pe'rhaps useful for the computerizatibd
. .

of language but not as part of a general theory of language..

36
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Some reabers' of this article interpreted the statement (and

the supporting discussion) as a suggestion, i.e.', that the

autt)or wet distinguishing twowo possible applications ,of the

theory he- .- -was discussing, and then suggesting' the more .

appropriate application. A dicuss ion .held amoliseveral

peop1le who read the article concluded with a ',:contrary

inOrpretaion. -Thestatementwas - seen, __mat as a serious

suggestion,,but rather (or more importantly) as a criticism.

The .,:readers, applying thir beliefs about, the beliefs of the

'Author and the creators of the semantic theory, concluded that

the statreflient was saying that the purported general thedry

could be applied only in the "vain" attempt to computerize '

language Their beliefs abOut tte &uthor's beliefs indicated

that this would be a quite damning criticism, ancr not just a

friendly suggestion.

The issue is net whether these readers were correct, for -

.

a text can al way be re-interpretgd in the light,of different

The-impoletant-points are 41),, the group discussion,

,Convinced several readers' that tIL cr theism- interpretation

was more, valid, this enriching their uhderstandlng of the

-
article, and (2) in order to reach the criticism-

.

interpretation they had to apply agreat amount of knowledge' ,

about the )uthor, his use of a liord like "computerize," and

35 -
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j

6-

his purpose in writitig. A general theory of reading ..v

comprehension shou .ultimately giye an account of this

.

tr,O6
Vic.

/ r

3,s, a process i which the structural and context-free

(if such these- be) meaning aspects of,. language are embedded in

. 4,
. .

the soaal function the language serves.

6. Implications for Teaching

We simply do not know the extent to which children may

-dfffer in their understanding of social actions and plans, but

early work [Hall, in press)-suggests that cultural differences

in 'terms of function may be greater than phonetic, syntactic

-or. semantic differences; furthermore, that serious
#.

comprehension difficulties.can result when there is a mismatch

* 4-between the understandings of'a'writpf and those of a reader.

7

-A test designer ,must work under the primary assumption .tilt an

" error" may reflect differences between the reader and the

writer regar'ding what counts .as a given social action or what
r . ?, .

.

.
prerequisites there are to infevring a particular goal.

If'fr is true that we can best understand a linguistic

act (whethdr spoken orwrittdn'asli*social action, then an
. -7 4

. .

adequate test of reading comprehension should di-stinguish_
.

between a reader's skill at building a model fOr a text and

his or her knowl4dge of so

- 36
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patterns, and the relevant linguistic:Fonventitns. It is also

imp eVhilt for the test to identify differences ketween th

wr4 r's and the reader's beliefs about the world. That most

reading comprehension tests ignore these, issues is a statement-

,

on the pottntial cultUral bias inherent, in t4rtests. It may
e-,

also provide ap' explanation fbr the limitiad, success of

__attempts 0 select -locylture-free" items for tests. .

The discussion above :might suggest the4.,ze teach about

4

social actions and plans directly. A ter' idea would be to

is."

encourage a child to .treat written linguage- as the skilled

readergdoes, as a tool with a'purpose. This leads one to ask

questions Auch as: Whays the author trying to say? -What

Makes yoU think so? Is the text convincing?.

. '

Skilledreaders donot look for details without reasons,

yet that is often suggeOed implicitly by exercises such as

"find the three causes given by the'author." We should instead

be asking the student to-find his or her interpretatio/Of a

text and then to support that Interpretation, stating details
.-.

,
,

.
...

where appropriate. The end may be trre same-,.but the means

____,...,........
,

eflect profoundly different condeptions-tf-, what re ding is

"
J. about.

- 37-
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Similarly, a student should not just look for actio
..*e'

"Characters in a story but for why characters act as they

This - 'suggests a _ de-emphasis of training for literal

comprehenSion. It ,may'be easier to teach an4-assess literal

_
comprehension .but skilled reading demands going beyond that,

1

.
.

and may ewe be hampered by an over-reliance on the explicitly

stated actions -and beliefs in a,story,

7. Further Research

t

The issues discussed in, this paper *are only beginning to

be explored. We are not much beyond theipnecdotal stage Pgb

de-scribing how'prior beliefs and organizing schemes _are used

1
. ,

in recognizing plans. We can say even ;less about howeeoplerecognizing
#ii

. , -
manage the complex hypothesis formation task they ate given by

1 -

i ,,a story or dialogue.
I

.
. ..

We do
.

know some ways b.0 dealing with complexity Hof this
_ -\ _

.,.

.sort%-, One can s re ffiliquAntly used p terns', i.e., "Can you
.

) , .

a.... ?" . often' si nifies *. request for actio and not

information aboutt ability. But howlare,these conventions

learsned-How dm we knel1rwhen one has failed? What are the 0
... 4 :2/ A

forms for the discOurse rat.her,Ahan the sentence level?I .

1

-38-
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The models' discussed herein
1

stress ,the, of

Plan nd Social Actions.

6

* represedtations for, the plans - and beliefs, of. charaoters -in
A

-. . .'...
.

. ,
-4.

,., stories and.for those of authors. As such, they explain a lot,

. . ,L ..s - .

.
about' cOnnectivity4rof discourse and suggest adooun.ts of many

,

reading comprehension difficulties. But how db we examine AD

, -,
.'-., .

-,_ person's beliefs not, to mention their ,bpilefs,about the 1

beliefs of'othrsdr..If4frperscin builds the- "correct" model fora
. -

: - ,

a text we ,may be able to discover.that, but Incorrecit_ models
4i

.

s

may est,on beliefs ttdt are obdureeven to the readee.:'

VI
, Ill i.

All this says only that we shodld not ..orer-simplify the
,.,

.....
. .-__

issues. -We need research"on how children first learn and use

'""mitimw .

. w

language, ,e0ecially onLtheir models of language 4nction. We

''' --.1. . -
#

, ,,, 4
, need better anslysp-o4;41..exts'that consider more directly the'

alternative readings implied by' different beliefs. We should
4

study ene,:beliefs that child,ren have about social
- .

'. , -

,relatioships and the use of language.' alsoalso
k
need more work

.OA .

',;Ss..r-J onACW the, apparently well-dev6loped.skills children have' for,,'
gm.

.

',4* oral. disaour4e .transter to,"rnterfere,with, or and orthogonal
I , I e ....
to the vor.respQndigrskirlls7Tor Vitten'material. Finally, we -:..

.

. .

--,.. it
-

,

.

-nee# a better model of, how knowledge espout foPms,

. ,

prose structure, social relationships and purposerulaction

. , , .
., . .

. , ,

can be fntegrated.to impose structuele on text. % '''',

"'7

1.

; 'be- $ -r
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